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Abstract

Recent published work has shown that the phase change of shock compressed iron along the

[001] direction does transform to the ε (HCP) phase similar to the case for static measurements.

This article provides an indepth analysis of the experiment and NEMD simulations, using x-ray

diffraction in both cases to study the crystal structure upon transition. Both simulation and

experiment are consistent with a compression and shuffle mechanism responsible for the phase

change from BCC to HCP. Also both show a polycrystalline structure upon the phase transition,

due to the four degenerate directions the phase change can occur on, with grain sizes measured of

4nm in the NEMD simulations and ≈ 2nm in the experiment. And looking at the time scale of

the transition the NEMD shows the transition from the compressed BCC to HCP is less then 1.2

ps where the experimental data places an upper limit on the transition of 80 ps.

PACS numbers:

∗Electronic address: hawreliak1@llnl.gov
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is almost a full century since the start of the Nobel-prize-winning work of Bridgman

showing that many crystals transform to new structures under the influence of static pressure

[1]. There is also a large body of evidence that many pressure-induced phase transitions occur

under shock-compression, which is remarkable considering that under such conditions the

time-scale over which the pressure is applied to the material is many orders of magnitude

shorter than in the static experiments. The most well known, and indeed most widely-

studied of these shock-induced transformations is the α − ε transition in iron, where the

original body-centred-cubic (bcc) lattice is thought to transform to hexagonal close-packed

(hcp). The significance of this transition in iron is related to the millennia-old importance of

iron in the development of human civilization, as well as in geophysics, being the principal

element within the earth’s core. It is even speculated that the crystalline properties of

the earth’s core have measurable affects at the surface [2]. However, despite having been

studied for several decades, until recently, no direct experimental data about how the atoms

can rearrange on such ultrafast timescales existed.[3, 4].

The first tentative evidence for this transition under shock conditions came half a century

ago, when J.M. Walsh reported data on the propagation of high-pressure shock waves in

Armco iron[5] that were in disagreement with an extrapolation of Bridgman’s original static

compressibility measurements [6] : Walsh’s measurements implied a compression up to 20%

higher then Bridgman’s data. This discrepancy was explained by Bancroft, Peterson, and

Minshall, whose work indicated the existence of a multiple-wave shock structure within a

single sample [7, 8]. They associated the splitting of the waves with elastic-plastic response

and the subsequent transformation of the iron to a different phase. Analysis of the wave

profiles implied that the onset of the phase transition occurred at a pressure of 130 kbar.

At that time the α − ε (i.e. bcc - hcp) phase transition in iron was unknown, and it was

speculated that the infered transition could be the α−γ phase transition (bcc-fcc) which was

known to occur at ≈1000 K at standard pressure (see Fig. 1 ). Initial electrical resistivity

tests under static pressure were inconclusive in confirming phase transition at 130 kbar, and

as a result the validity of Minshall’s data was called into question. Much of the criticism

directed towards the then newly-emerging field of shock physics was no doubt due in part

to the difficulty in believing that a solid-solid phase transition could occur on a microsecond
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time scale [9].

FIG. 1: The known phase diagram of iron under static conditions, from Saxena and Dubrovinsky

[10], with the shock hugoniot overlaid [11, 12]

It was only several years after Minshall’s shock-wave work that the crystallographic ev-

idence for a bcc-hcp transition at 130 kbar was obtained in static X-ray diffraction exper-

iments by Jamieson and Lawson [13]. This confirmation that a phase transition occurred

under static conditions at an (almost) identical pressure to that deduced from the earlier

shock-wave measurements countered the doubts about shock wave techniques. This discov-

ery of one of the most important phase transitions known to man has long been hailed as

one of the major triumphs of the field of shock-wave physics. It has been assumed ever since

that the transition associated with the multiple-waves seen in shock experiments, and that

observed under static high-pressure conditions, are one and the same transition.

However, there was no direct evidence that the new wave profiles which appear in the

shock data seen at pressures which correspond to the phase change seen in static experiments

are the same. In particular the shear stress experienced by crystals under the two different

techniques can be radically different: in static measurements the crystals are compressed

under hydrostatic conditions, with no intentionally imposed shear. On the other hand,

in planar shock wave experiments the crystal sample is subjected to uniaxial strain and

hydrostatic conditions are approached only if significant plastic flow occurs (driven by the

high shear stress) before the transition pressure is achieved, or if significant shear stress

is relieved during the transition itself. Even then the material will retain some degree of

strength with some residual shear stress remaining. Thus on ultra-fast time-scales of a shock,
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before significant plastic flow may have had time to occur, there may be very significant

differences between the conditions experienced by a shocked sample and hydrostatically

compressed sample, and these differences may well alter not only the path taken to the new

phase, but perhaps even the phase itself.

There is a long history of using X-ray diffraction techniques to study and identify the

phase diagrams of materials subjected to static compression [14, 15]. For the case of iron,

after the initial identification of the bcc-hcp phase by Jamieson and Lawson [13], Mao

and co-workers made first determined the lattice parameters of the bcc and hcp phases as a

function of static pressure up to 30GPa [16]. Since that time numerous X-ray diffraction and

X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) studies of the transition under static compression

have been undertaken [16–19]. Furthermore, an analysis of the observed c/a ratios has led

to suggestions as to the specific path by which the transition takes place – an important

subject which we discuss later in this paper for the case of shock compressed samples.

In contrast to static techniques, until very recently no direct structural information on

the shock-induced transition in iron had been presented – it had simply been assumed that

the phase transition at 130 kbar, inferred from wave profiles, was the bcc-hcp transition.

Under this assumption the transition time can be inferred from the rise-time of the appro-

priate wave. Transformation times of less than 50 – 100 nsec have been deduced by this

technique[20–23] . It has been suspected that the residual microstructure left after the pas-

sage of the shock can be used to put an upper limit on the transition time, and using this

method, timescales below 5 nsec have been suggested. Evidence for an even more rapid

timescale has come from the irradiation of polycrystalline iron with laser pulses as short as

120 fs. After such irradiation, the ε phase has been detected in a quenched form within

the sample by use of electron diffraction [24], although whether this transition was shock or

thermally induced is difficult to say.

Given both the historical and scientific importance of the α – ε transition, in situ de-

termination of the structure during shock compression is clearly of importance, and it is in

this context that the recent direct confirmation of the shock induced phase transformation

by use of both nanosecond EXAFS, [4] and x-ray diffraction [3] should be viewed. In the

work using nanosecond X-ray diffraction discussed here, we showed conclusively that under

laser-shock compression, iron transforms to the hcp phase, with the transition taking place

on the timescale of the experiment.
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This paper puts forward a fuller analysis of the experimental data and simulation than

could be presented in Kalantar et al. [3]. In particular, we provide a more detailed compar-

ison of the experimental data with multi-million atom non-equilibrium molecular dynamics

(NEMD) simulations, [25], and will show that the lack of plasticity before the onset of the

transition, polycrystalline structure and orientation seen in those simulations is also a salient

feature within the data. The molecular dynamics simulations also gives insight into the pos-

sible mechanism by which the transition proceeds. This mechanism is consistent with the

experimental data . We compared simulated diffraction patterns with the experimental data

showing how they differ for various proposed transition paths, illustrating which path offers

best agreement with the experimental patterns.

The paper is arranged in the following manner. We first describe the possible mechanisms

that have previously been suggested for the α−ε transition in iron under static compression,

and discuss how these mechanisms may be modified under conditions of unaixial strain with

no plasticity. We then present a post-processed analysis of the NEMD simulations of the

shock-induced phase transition, and present simulated diffraction patterns. These simulated

diffraction images, along with the direct information about atomic positions within the

simulation, point to a particular mechanism for the transition under shock compression that

differs from the suggested pathway under static compression [17]. We then present the

experimental data showing how detailed fitting of simulated diffraction lines to the data

restricts the possible paths by which the transition occurred. Finally, we discuss similarities

between the NEMD simulations and the experimental data – in particular the apparent lack

of plasticity before the onset of the transition, the information that can be gleaned from the

diffraction data on the size of the ’grains’ produced during the transition, and the limits

that can now be placed in the ultimate timescale of the transition under shock loading.

II. TRANSITION MECHANISMS UNDER HYDROSTATIC COMPRESSION

The kinematics of the iron α−ε phase transition under hydrostatic compression has been

described by Wang and Ingalls [17] . They put forward three different possible mechanisms

for the transition and discuss the consistency of each model with EXAFS measurements

taken under hydrostatic pressures between 50 kbar and 180 kbar. We summarise these

three mechanisms in the next two sections: Mechanism I and Mechanism II+IIa (two of
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the mechanisms described by Wang and Ingalls are combined into a single section because

it would be impossible to distinguish the two processes by their end states using x-ray

diffraction). After this discussion of the proposed physics under hydrostatic conditions, in a

further section we then turn our attention to possible modifications to the mechanisms for

the case where pressure is applied to the sample by shock loading.

A. Mechanism I

The first proposed mechanism for the phase transition is a two step process. The initial

step involves the atoms in the (110)BCC plane being compressed along the [001]BCC axis and

expanding along [1̄10]BCC to form a hexagon, as shown in Fig. 2. The second step is a shuffle

of alternate (110)BCC planes in the [11̄0]BCC direction to create the two atom primitive cell.

By this means the resulting HCP structure has hexagonal planes – the (0002)HCP planes –

corresponding to what were (110) planes in the BCC phase. The c-axis in the HCP phase, i.e.

the [0002] direction, corresponds to the [1̄1̄0]BCC direction. Similarly we find the [101̄0]HCP

axis aligned with the original [001]BCC axis, [0002]HCP ‖ [110]BCC and (21̄1̄0)HCP ‖ (002)BCC.

These relations are those originally put forward in 1934 by Burgers. [26]

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the atomic motion leading to the phase change showing

(a) the initial positions of the atoms in the (110)BCC plane and arrows indicating the motion

due to compression/expansion and (b) the final positions of the atoms as a hexagon in the

(0002)HCP plane as well as arrows showing the direction of shuffle. The filled and hollow

circles denote atoms in different original (110)BCC planes. Figure 2 also shows an important

consequence of the shuffling of alternate (110)BCC planes when using x-ray diffraction to

determine the crystal structure. The shift causes a change in the stacking of the (1̄12)BCC

planes such that in the HCP phase these planes have effectively been doubled in period.

Thus diffraction from the (1̄100)HCP plane would not be seen from a corresponding plane

in BCC, as it would correspond to Miller indices of ( 1̄
2

1
2
1)BCC. Period doubling (due to

the change from a monatomic to diatomic primitive cell) is one of the hallmarks of the

transition to the HCP phase, and thus the (1̄100)HCP plane is one of the diffraction planes

used in diagnosing the existence of the new phase.
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FIG. 2: Schematic diagram showing atomic motion corresponding to Mechanism I. The (110)BCC

and (0002)HCP planes are in the plane of the paper, where the hollow and solid circles denote

atoms in the page and above the page respectively. The arrows denote the direction ofmotion

of the atoms. a) shows the initial atomic locations with the arrows showing the motion due to

the expansion/compression. b) shows the final HCP state of the atoms with arrows showing the

direction of the shuffle. a) defines the coordinate system in terms of the BCC indices and shows the

location of the (1̄12)BCC planes b) defines the coordinate system for the HCP with the (11̄00)HCP

planes labelled.

B. Mechanisms II + IIa

The other two models for the transition put forward by Wang and Ingalls are also multi-

step processes: Mechanism II is once more a two-step process, whereas Mechanism IIa is

a three-step process. However, both the initial step and the final structure are the same

for the two models, which is why we treat them here within the same section. The initial

step of both mechanisms is responsible for the motion of atoms within a BCC plane into

a hexagonal arrangement, with once more the subsequent steps effectively resulting in the

shuffle, and thus period doubling. However, the first step for these two models is quite

different to that proposed in Mechanism I, as can be seen in Figure 3, resulting in a different

orientation of the final HCP unit cell with respect to the initial BCC unit cell than found

in Mechanism I, which can be distinguished by x-ray diffraction.

Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the formation of the hexagon in both Mechanisms

II and IIa. This initial step is a shear motion, such that the atoms in the (1̄12)BCC planes

move in the [1̄11̄]BCC direction at the same time as there is compression in the [11̄2̄]BCC

direction. These two components of atomic motion – that along [1̄11̄]BCC, and that along

[11̄2̄]BCC, are shown in Figure 3. We relate the motion along [1̄11̄]BCC to an angle θ, which
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is related to the final angle between the initial BCC state and the final HCP state. The

motion along [11̄2̄]BCC by a compression,∆. In Fig. 3 the first arrow by the hollow atoms

denotes the motion due to the shear and the second due to the compression.

The hexagons formed by the shear and compression described above are slightly rotated

about their c-axes – i.e. about [0002]HCP/[110]BCC: for the case of hydrostatic compression

it can be shown that to form hexagons in this manner the hexagon is rotated by θ = 5.3° or

equivelantly the (21̄1̄0)HCP plane will be at a 5.3° angle with respect to the original (002)BCC.

In addition, the overall compression is 8%. This is an important point to which we shall

return when discussing analogous mechanisms for the transition under conditions of uniaxial

shock compression, this will also address the factor g in Fig. 3 which is 1 for the hydrostatic

case.

Once the hexagons have been formed alternate planes must now shuffle to provide the

period doubling. For Mechanism II this step is similar to the shuffle which occurs in Mecha-

nism I, i.e. alternate (110)BCC planes shift, thus generating the final HCP structure. Figure

3 simple shows the resultant of the two step process for the solid atoms.

On the other hand the period-doubling process corresponding to Mechanism IIa is differ-

ent. In this case it is proposed that the final HCP phase is reached by motion of the atoms

that takes the crystal through a meta-stable face-centred-cubic (FCC) phase, and a further

step is required to take it to the HCP phase. It is proposed that the FCC phase is reached

by a shearing of the (110)BCC planes in the [01̄10]HCP direction. Subsequently, in the third

step, the slip of pairs of (110)BCC type planes occurs in the [011̄0]HCP direction. For both

mechanisms, the final state is an HCP structure where the [101̄0]HCP direction is rotated

5.3°from the original [001]BCC direction about the [110]BCC or [0002]HCP axis, which can not

be differentiated using x-ray diffraction.

Wang and Ingalls state that Mechanism IIa is preferred under hydrostatic conditions be-

cause the energetics are more favorable for the series of shear and slip systems, as opposed

to a shuffle of alternate planes. In addition they argue that temperature dependent effects

suggest a meta-stable FCC phase, and furthermore passing through the FCC phase will gen-

erate a c/a ratio of 1.633 at the threshold for transition, as observed in their experiments.

As stated in the introduction the forces exerted on the sample in the hydrostatic and shock

systems are completely different, and this will have consequences on the mechanics of the

phase transition. We will now alter each of these mechanisms, constraining them to con-
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FIG. 3: Schematic diagram showing the formation of the hexagon in both Mechanisms II and IIa.

(a) The (110)BCC plane with the atoms in their initial positions. The (1̄12)BCC shear plane, the

[1̄11̄]BCC direction, and the [11̄2̄]BCC direction are labeled. The solid arrows denote the direction of

the atomic motion due to the shear/compression, i.e. the motion along the [1̄11̄]BCC direction and

[11̄2̄]BCC direction respectively. The dashed arrows represent the effective overall movement of the

atoms when the crystal structure undergoes period doubling, beit via Mechanism II or IIa. In the

case of shock compression along [001]BCC, we assume the BCC lattice is elastically compressed, so

the lattice parameter along [001]BCC have a length ga0, where g <= 1 before the shear occurs. (b)

As described in the text, the resultant rotation of the HCP unit cell, θ, and required compression

along [11̄2̄]BCC to form the hexagon in the initial step, are both functions of g, where g = 1 for

hydrostatic conditions.

ditions seen in the experimental data, i.e. an initial uni-axial compression and no plastic

dilatation.

III. PHASE TRANSITION UNDER UNIAXIAL SHOCK COMPRESSION

ALONG [001]

In both the Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations and experiments described in the later

sections of this paper the α−ε transition was observed in single crystal iron samples shocked

along the [001] direction. In order to discuss the possible mechanism that we might invoke

by which the transition occurred, and then to compare this mechanism with the hydrostatic

case, it is first necessary to consider what is thought to happen to the lattice of shocked

crystals in the absence of phase transitions.

The response of a crystal to uniaxial shock compression is a function of the peak stress

imposed. Below a certain threshold stress, known as the Hugoniot Elastic Limit (HEL), the
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material responds in an elastic and reversible manner, without the generation of any defects

or dislocations: no plastic flow occurs. Thus below the HEL, for a single crystal shocked

along a principal axis, we can think of each the atoms within the sample as simply moving

closer to one another along the shock propagation direction. In particular for the case here,

where the crystal is shocked along [001], each of the cubic unit cells will become tetragonal

(though we shall refer to them as BCC cells compressed along [001]).

For shock pressures above the HEL it is known that plastic flow occurs. Initially, as the

pressure is increased above the HEL, we find the velocity of the plastic wave is lower than

that of the elastic wave, and thus a two-wave structure is formed.As the velocity of the

plastic wave increases with shock compression, above a critical compression the plastic wave

has a velocity equal or surpassing that of the elastic wave, and a single wave is observed:

this is known as the strong shock regime.

The precise mechanisms by which plasticity occurs – i.e. the detailed physics of the

generation and propagation of dislocations, and the relevant time-scales, are still a matter of

considerable debate. As an example there is excellent evidence that in FCC materials, such as

Copper, plastic flow under shock compression occurs on timescales less than a nansecond (as

evinced by experiment)[27]. MD simulations suggest the timescales are actually much shorter

for such materials – perhaps a few tens of picoseconds [28]. That said, little experimental

or MD work has yet been performed on the elastic plastic transition in BCC materials.

It is within this context that no (or at least very little) evidence for the onset of plasticity

for BCC iron, both in the MD simulations that we show in section IV,[25] and in the

experiment described in section V,[3].That is to say, although the Iron was compressed far

above what (on much longer time-scales) is normally considered to be the HEL, no plastic

flow occurred. We will return to the evidence for this statement in the sections IV and V.

The implication of this lack of plasticity, when combined with the imposed condition of

uniaxial strain, is that the mean spacing between the atoms in the direction orthogonal to the

shock front cannot change. How such lack of plasticity impacts on the proposed mechanics

of the transition is addressed in the following sections. A prime symbol is added to each

mechanism to denote that atomic motion is similar to the hydrostatic mechanism (which

are not primed) but with the added constraints of an initial uni-axial compression and no

plastic deformation, i.e. starting the transformation from an initial state where g < 1.
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A. Mechanism I′

Under uni-axial strain conditions within the shock propagating along the [001]BCC di-

rection, the analogue to Mechanism I (hydrostatic mechanism) will again be a compression

of the atoms in the (110)BCC plane along the [001]BCC direction. Unlike the hydrostatic

case, Mechanism I′ will have no expansion of the lattice in the [1̄10]BCC direction. Thus we

require that the hexagon in the (110)BCC plane must be generated simply by compression

along [001]BCC – this fixes the total compression to 18.3% with respect to the uncompressed

BCC state. The second step of Mechanism I′ is the same as its hyrdostatic counter part

with alternate (110)BCC planes shuffle in the [1̄10]BCC direction by ao/(3
√

2) The resulting

structure has a c/a ratio of
√

3 for when a hexagon is formed in the (110)BCC planes. Clearly,

under further shock compression, it is possible to further compress the crystal, which will

result in a distorted HCP structure.

B. Mechanism II′+IIa′

When considering the analogues of the hydrostatic mechanisms Mechanisms II and IIa

we note that Mechanism II′ and IIa′ under uniaxial shock compression along the [001]BCC

direction we expect the crystal to be in a uniaxially compressed BCC state before the

atoms in the (110)BCC plane move to form a hexagon. The shear rotation angle, θ, and

compression along the [11̄2̄]BCC direction, ∆, for Mechanism II′ and IIa′ will thus be a

function of the degree of shock compression before this initial stage in the transformation,

g. This relationship is plotted in Fig. 3. In this figure, g is related to the degree of shock

compression before the hexagon forms – that is to say g = 1 corresponds to the case where

the lattice is initially uncompressed, similar to the hydrostatic case, where as g = 0.8165

corresponds to the case where the BCC lattice is compressed by 18.3% – i.e. is exactly the

same as Mechanism I′, where no rotation of the lattice is required to produce a hexagon.

With no initial compression of the BCC cells the rotation of the HCP unit cell around

[0002]HCP is 5.3°and the c/a ratio is 1.63 as before for Mechanisms II and IIa. For 6%

pre-compression Mechanism II′ and IIa′ suggest a rotation is 3.6°, with a c/a ratio of 1.67

and at 18.3% pre-compression there is, as noted above, no rotation and a c/a ratio of
√

3 as

already state this is Mechanism I′ .
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C. Degeneracy

In describing the possible mechanisms by which the α − ε transition might occur, we

have hitherto been referring to motion of atoms along a specific set of planes, and specific

directions. There is clearly some degeneracy – that is to say there is more than one equivalent

plane, and/or direction, in which the atoms can move. However, not all families of planes

are equivalent. We thus state here the degeneracies that are present within the problem for

the potential mechanisms under shock compression.

Using Mechanism I′, as an example, once lattice has been compressed by 18.3% along

the [001]BCC direction the atoms will form hexagons in the {110}BCC family of planes. This

means there are four degenerate directions the {110}BCC planes can shift to cause the period

doubling. Shuffling along the [11̄0]BCC and [1̄10]BCC directions will generate and HCP struc-

ture with the c-axis parallel to the [110]BCC direction. The x-ray diffraction signal generated

by both shifts will be identical because the c− axis is in the same direction. Alternatively,

shuffling along the [110]BCC and [1̄1̄0]BCC directions will generate an HCP structure with

the c-axis parallel to the [11̄0]BCC direction. Again, the x-ray diffraction signal generated

by both shifts will be identical because the c-axis is in the same direction, but the x-ray

diffraction will be different then the case for the [11̄0]BCC or [1̄10]BCC shuffles. These two

possible orientations of the HCP lattice with respect to the BCC lattice are shown in Figure

5. In the first case, (a), we have assumed that the shuffle of the atoms is along [1̄10]BCC, the

c-axis is out of the plane of the page (i.e. along [110]BCC), and the HCP planes that corre-

spond to what were the (1̄12)BCC planes have doubled in period, to become the (11̄00)HCP

planes. Note, however, that what were the (112)BCC planes (not shown) have not doubled

in period. In contrast, in (b) we show the corresponding position of the atoms for the same

original BCC cell if, after forming the hexagon, the shuffle of the atoms is out of the plane of

the page, along the [110]BCC direction. In this case the c-axis of the hexagon is in the plane

of the paper – labelled [0001]HCP. Now what were the (1̄12)BCC planes have not doubled in

period, and in the HCP system are labelled (21̄1̄2)HCP.

Importantly, as these two sets of planes and shuffle directions are fully degenerate, we

expect that under shock conditions, if Mechanism I′ is operating, a single crystal of iron

transforming to HCP will contain equal numbers of these two types of ’grains’, with one

grain type with the c-axes aligned along the original [110]BCC and [11̄0]BCC direction.
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FIG. 4: Two different views of the period doubling in he HCP lattice. a) shows the planes parallel

to the (110) planes associated with the shift, and the spacing of the (11̄00)HCP plane is twice that

of the (1̄12)BCC. b) shows the case when the shift is into/out of the page, the spacing of the

(21̄1̄2) planes is that same as the compressed (1̄12)BCC. These different lattice orientations can be

resolved by x-ray diffraction.

Similar degeneracies are clearly also present within Mechanisms II′ and IIa′. There are

two possible orientations for the c-axis of the HCP lattice as for Mechanism I′, and, for each

of these orientations, the shuffle of alternate planes of atoms could occur in the positive or

negative sense. However, there is a further degeneracy in Mechanisms II′ and IIa′ in that the

rotation of the hexagon around its c-axis could be in either the clockwise or anti-clockwise

sense due to a shear along the [1̄11̄] or [11̄1̄] directions respectively . Thus if the lattice

transformed by Mechanisms II′ or IIa′, there are 4 possible orientations of the hexagon with

respect to the original BCC lattice.

D. The α− ε phase transition in the reciprocal lattice

X-ray diffraction has been proven as an excellent diagnostic in determining the crystal

structure of a material. We will show in section IV that we can use a simulated x-ray diffrac-

tion diagnostic to study the molecular dynamic simulations as well. To understand how to

compare the reciprocal lattice to the x-ray diffraction data we look at the transformation of

the reciprocal lattice in a similar way as we did the physical space lattice in the previous

section.

Figure 5 a) shows the reciprocal lattice of a perfect BCC lattice, with several points

labeled. Note the line denoting the length of the (1̄12) reciprocal lattice vector. In Fig. 5 b)

we show the reciprocal lattice for a perfect HCP crystal in the same plane, where we have

assumed that the c-axis of the HCP lattice is out of the plane of the paper, which is the
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[21̄1̄0]x[01̄10] plane. For those points labelled with two sets of Miller indices, it is the upper

set that correspond to a crystal in the stated orientation, i.e. with the [0002] direction out

of the page. Note the period doubling in what was the [1̄12] direction. As noted previously,

there is an equal possibility that in the transformed crystal has a c-axis in the plane of the

paper. If this were the case, the eight lattice points enclosed by dashed circles would not

be present in this plane – indeed the reciprocal lattice in this plane would be identical to

the reciprocal lattice of the BCC crystal, and the lower set of Miller indices would be the

appropriate labelling of the points with respect the HCP cell (note the c-axis, [0002], now in

the plane of the paper). The HCP reciprocal lattice points which correspond directly with

a BCC reciprocal lattice point have two HCP labels as these points will exist in both HCP

orientations.

FIG. 5: The reciprocal lattice of a) BCC and b) HCP. a) The reciprocal lattice of a BCC in the

(110) plane. This plane shows the points which fall on opposing corners and the one in the middle

of the top and bottom faces. Some points have been labeled with their associated diffraction plane

to provide an orientation. b) The HCP reciprocal lattice showing the hexagonal base and the

possible labels depending on the orientation of the HCP. For both plots the dimensions of k-space

are in units of 2π/a0, where a0 is the lattice constant of the BCC unit cell.

As we shall see in the sections that follow, these concepts are important in understanding

the diffracted signal observed in the experiments, and in the processing and interpretation

of the molecular dynamics simulations.
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IV. IRON NEMD CALCULATIONS

A. Description of the Simulations

Having considered possible mechanisms by which iron may rapidly transform from a BCC

to HCP structure under shock conditions we now turn our attention to large-scale Non-

Equilibrium molecular dynamic (NEMD) simulations of this transformation. Such NEMD

simulations of single crystals of iron uniaxially shocked along the [001]BCC direction have

been performed by Kadau and co-workers [25]. The simulations were generated using a

massively parallel MD code “SPaSM” (“Scalable Parallel Short-range Molecular Dynam-

ics”) [29], running on a 12-processor shared-memory Sun Enterprise 4000. Each simulation

modeled 7.84×106 atoms in samples 57.4 nm long in the shock direction ([001]BCC) and

40.2 nm in both the lateral directions (140×140×200 BCC unit cells).

The shock was generated using the momentum mirror method [30]. Atoms were specularly

reflected by an infinitely massive, perfectly flat piston moving at velocity up, generating

a shock wave moving at velocity us. Periodic boundary conditions were applied in the

lateral directions ([100]BCC and [010]BCC). The duration of each simulation was <10 ps,

approximately the time taken for the shock to transit the sample. Interactions between

the atoms were modeled by use of the Voter-Chen EAM Fe potential [31]. This potential

predicts the α – ε transition under shock compression at a pressure of just over 15GPa, in

reasonable agreement with experimentally measured threshold pressures of ∼ 13GPa [7, 32].

Four simulations are studied with increasing piston velocities (up) as follows:A 362ms−1,

B 471ms−1,C 689ms−1, and D 1087ms−1, as shown in Fig. 6,. These velocities correspond

to pressures along the shock propagation direction of 15.0GPa, 19.6GPa, 28.7GPa, and

52.9GPa, respectively. In Fig. 6 the atoms are color coordinated according to the number

of nearest neighbours within a radius of 2.75Å, such that unshocked BCC appears grey,

uniaxially compressed BCC appears dark grey, and HCP appears light grey (note that full

color images of this figure can be found in the original paper, ref. [25]).

B. Simulated X-ray Diffraction from NEMD Simulations

The NEMD calculations provide the coordinates of the iron atoms as a function of time

as the shock propagates through the sample. Whilst there are several ways of analysing
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FIG. 6: Pictorial representations of four MD simulation where the color coding corresponds to the

number of nearest neighbours within a radius of 2.75Å. Grey is uncompressed BCC, dark grey is

uniaxially compressed BCC and light grey is HCP. The labels on the images correspond to the

phase in that region.[25]

this data to obtain information about the mechanism by which the calculations predict the

phase transition occurs, we choose to analyse the data in Fourier space, as this provides a

direct correspondence with the experimental X-ray diffraction patterns discussed in following

sections. Thus, in order to generate simulated diffraction patterns we take the atomic data in

real space, and generate a map in reciprocal space simply by taking a 3D Fourier transform

of the atomic positions [33, 34].

F (~k) = |
N∑

j=1

ei~k·~rj |2 (1)

where N is the number of atoms and ~rj is the location of the jth atom. Whilst a simple

transform of this type ignores the finite size of the atom (the atomic form factor), this

could, if need be, be included by convolving the transform of the form factor with that of

the lattice. However, the effect of this is merely to reduce the intensity of the scattering for

high Miller indices. We have ignored this effect in this analysis.

As described in the previous section, it is expected that the HCP phase is formed by

the (110)BCC or (1̄10)BCC planes of the BCC lattice forming hexagons, either by direct

compression down the [001]BCC direction as in Mechanism I′, or by a combination of rotation

and compression, as in Mechanisms II′ and IIa′. Thus we consider slices in Fourier space

through the (110)BCC plane of the crystal, with orthogonal axes along the [100]BCC and
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[11̄0]BCC BCC directions.

The atomic coordinates for the four simulations shown in Fig. 6 were post-processed using

Eq. 1 to generate simulated X-ray diffraction patterns. As described in section IIID the

diffraction planes will become points in reciprocal lattice space, refer to Fig. 5 to provide an

orientation. The results of the [11̄0]BCC× [001]BCC plane are shown in Fig. 7. The calculated

diffraction from simulation A shows only the BCC structure, i.e. a rectangular structure

with peaks that correspond to the corners and the center of the face of a cube. However,

each original lattice peak is now split in two representing diffraction from both shocked and

unshocked portions of the crystal in the simulation. The unshocked part of the crystal gives

rise to the perfect BCC diffraction peaks, whereas the compressed crystal gives rise to peaks

corresponding to a reciprocal lattice slightly expanded along [001]BCC. We note that there

is no shift of the diffraction spots in the [11̄0]BCC direction, confirming that the simulated

shocked crystal is elastically compressed. Compression of the lattice in real space causes

an expansion of the reciprocal lattice along the shock direction. Measuring the location of

the reciprocal lattice points we find that the real lattice has been compressed by 7.0±0.5%

uni-axial compression for this simulation.

As can be seen from Fig. 6, all three of the simulations B, C, and D have pressures that

exceed the exceed the threshold for the phase transition. This is reflected in the reciprocal

lattices seen in Fig. 7. We observe that each of the reciprocal lattice points that was present

in the original BCC crystal and that had a non-zero component along [001]BCC, are now split

into three distinct spots, corresponding to diffraction from the unshocked BCC lattice, the

compressed BCC lattice, and a diffuse peak at an even higher compression. In addition Fig.

7 B,C, and D show diffraction spots, in dashed circles, in positions that create a hexagonal

pattern in this plane which is what we would expect for an HCP lattice. These are due to

the period doubling of the (11̄2)BCC planes. These new spots are not split, but are single

spots, as they only occur above the threshold pressure when the additional diffuse peak is

observed on the original BCC peaks. The structure of these diffuse points shows that the

simulations has under gone a phase change at these pressures and the structure is consistent

with HCP iron.

The relative intensity of the individual split spots (such as the (002)BCC – (21̄1̄0)HCP spot)

varies, as one might expect, according to the relative volume of material in the corresponding

state. That is to say, for simulation B, about one half of the crystal is in the HCP phase,
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with the other half of the crystal almost equally divided between unshocked and shocked

BCC material. On the other hand, for simulation D the diffraction from the HCP phase

dominates the diffraction.

Analysis of the positions of the diffraction spots in reciprocal lattice space corresponding

to the uniaxially compressed BCC lattice indicates that, as seen in simulation A, the crystal

in this region reaches a maximum compression of 7.0±0.5% for all of the simulations. On

the other hand, the peak corresponding to the HCP crystal shows that the movement of

the atoms which form the (002)BCC stacking compressed along the [001]BCC direction by

11.5±0.5%, 13.8±0.5%, and 17.4±0.5% for simulations B,C, and D respectively upon

transition to the HCP phase. This compressions, deduced from the shift of the spots in

reciprocal space, agree with the direct density measurements from the MD simulations, Fig.

8.The NEMD simulations show that with only compression in the shock direction ([001]BCC)

only the highest compression of 52.9 GPa generates a structure which approaches an ideal

hexagonal structure in the (110)BCC plane (i.e. approaching 18.3% compression) creating

an HCP with two a-axes of the same length and a c/a ratio of
√

3. As well as looking at

the reciprocal lattice in the (110)BCC plane, we also calculated the pattern in the (1̄10)BCC

plane – the plane normal to the ones shown in Fig. 7 (i.e. the [001]BCC[110]BCC reciprocal

lattice plane). We find the identical pattern, suggesting that both orientations of the c-axis

of the HCP are present in the NEMD simulation, i.e. there are components of the crystal

which have the c-axis parallel to [110]BCC and others which are parallel to [11̄0]BCC.

On the time scale of the simulations there is no plastic flow in the NEMD simulated crys-

tal. Plastic flow, by the generation and motion of dislocations, would result in a reduction

in the mean lattice parameter perpendicular to the shock propagation direction, and thus,

in reciprocal space, an expansion of the lattice. It is evident from all four plots that no

perpendicular expansion is observed on these timescales for either the compressed BCC or

HCP material. Figures 9 and 10 shows an expanded view of the (11̄2) point in reciprocal

lattice space. This illustrates that there is very little lateral shift of the peaks in reciprocal

space, i.e. no motion in real space. The 19.6 GPa case shows no lateral deformation of the

compressed BCC peak, i.e. no plastic deformation occured before the phase change, and a

shift of the HCP peak corresponding to 0.7% of the transformed HCP lattice perpendicular

to the shock when fitting a Gaussian distribution to the broad peak. Fitting the HCP peak

when the compression is increased to 52.9 GPa suggests that there is a 0.7% lateral com-
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FIG. 7: The [001]BCCx[110]BCC plane for the four MD simulations. Simulation A shows only the

expansion of the BCC lattice along the shock direction. B,C, and D show the formation of the

HCP structure, for 15 GPa, 19.6 GPa, 28.7 GPa, and 52.9 GPa respectively.

FIG. 8: The linear density in the simulations plotted as function of position, showing compression

that agrees with the simulated diffraction. There is an initial compression of ≈7% of the iron BCC

lattice followed by a larger compression upon phase change to HCP.

pression of the atoms in the HCP phase. Note for this simulation that the small number

atoms in the uni-axially compressed BCC region and static BCC region cause the peak to

severely broaden along the [001]BCC direction. The lack of plastic deformation is consistent

with the fact that the large number of dislocations required for plastic relaxation are not
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observable in the real space images of the NEMD simulation shown in Fig. 6.

FIG. 9: Close up of the (112)BCC point in reciprocal space sectioned through the [001]x[110] plane

for the 19.6 GPa compression. The lineouts show a more detailed location of the points along the

[110]BCC axis. There is a shift of the broad HCP peak suggesting a 0.7% lateral expansion

FIG. 10: Close up of the (112)BCC point in reciprocal space sectioned through the [001]x[110] plane

for the 52.9 GPa compression. The lineouts show a more detailed location of the points along the

[110]BCC axis. There is a shift of the broad HCP peak suggesting a 0.7% lateral compression

C. Possible mechanisms for the phase change

As described in section III two different mechanisms were proposed by Wang and Ingalls

as possible mechanisms for the α − ε phase change in iron under hydrostatic conditions,

and we described these mechanisms under constraints particular to shock compression. We

could differentiate between the two types – Mechanism I′ versus Mechanism II′ and IIa′

based on whether there was a rotation of the HCP lattice with respect to the BCC lattice

(i.e. an angle between the (002)BCC and (21̄1̄0)HCP planes). For the hydrostatic case,

Mechanism II′ and IIa′ we would expect a rotation of the HCP lattice of order 5.3°. This

might legitimately be taken as the upper bound estimate of the rotation observed if the
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preferred pathway is Mechanism II′ or IIa′, as it requires no pre-compression of the BCC

lattice by the shock. The MD simulations predict a compression wave propagating through

the BCC crystal, compressing it by 7%, before the transformation to an HCP-like structure.

From Fig. 3 , we see that for a perfect hexagon to be formed following the initial uni-

axial compression a rotation on the order 3.5°would still occur. With no mean motion of

the atoms transverse to the shock, a compression of 18.3% is required to obtain a perfect

hexagon whatever the mechanism. However, the MD shows transformation to an HCP-like

structure at compressions somewhat below this value. Nevertheless, if Mechanisms II′ or

IIa′ are possible candidates, there should be some rotation of the lattice with respect to the

original BCC lattice.

A rotation in real space is evident in reciprocal space as a similar rotation in the intensity

peaks. In Fig. 11 we show an expanded view of the (21̄1̄0)HCP/(002)BCC spot in reciprocal

space. Also shown on the plot are dashed lines that run through the origin in reciprocal

space, but make angles of ±2°and ±5°relative to the [001] axis. Since there are two possible

directions that the rotation can occur we would expect to see the HCP feature composed of

two spots, each slightly shifted off the axis. However, the spot still appears to be a single

diffuse spot although somewhat broad (of order ±1°FWHM). This suggests that the α − ε

transition occurs by Mechanism I′ in the NEMD simulations.

A similar conclusion is reached by an analysis of the positions of the atoms in the NEMD

simulation in real space. We have performed an analysis whereby for every atom in the

simulations in the HCP phase we search for the position of the closest neighbouring atom

in approximately the [001] direction. A histogram of the angle between these pairs of atoms

is plotted in Fig. 12. Along with the shock compressed simulation the angle between pairs

of atoms in an unshocked compressed HCP sample at 500K is plotted to show the angular

broadening is consistent with relative thermal fluctuations. This distribution peaks on the

[001]BCC axis indicating no overall lattice rotation. Again the lack of rotation of the lattice

suggest that mechanism I is the pathway for the transition.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiments were performed using the OMEGA [15], Janus, and Vulcan [16] lasers.

Samples of 200 - 270 µm thick single crystal [001] iron with a purity of 99.94 % from
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FIG. 11: A close up of the (002)BCC/(21̄1̄0)HCP diffraction plane in reciprocal lattice space in the

[110] plane. Angular contours are overlaid on to illustrate the effect of overall lattice rotation. The

single diffuse spot (21̄1̄0)HCP is consistent with no rotation of the lattice.

FIG. 12: Plot of the relative orientation of adjacent atoms relative to the shocked axis. The peak

at 0 suggests that there is no rotation upon phase change in the simulation and the broadening is

consistent with thermal broadening as shown by the plotting of a 500K perfect HCP crystal.

Accumet Materials were coated with a 16–20 µm parylene-N ablator layer followed by a

0.1µm aluminum shine-through layer. These samples were shock loaded by direct laser

irradiation at 2× 1010 to 1× 1012 Wcm−2 using 2–6 ns constant intensity laser pulses. The

diameter of the crystal shocked by the laser was determined by the laser focal spot size, and

was of order 2-3 mm.

The shocked iron crystals were interrogated by wide-angle in situ diffraction, which has

been described extensively elsewhere [35–37]. In this technique, a transient source of iron

K-shell X-rays is created with another laser beam, or set of laser beams, synchronous to
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the shock-driving beams. These beams are focussed onto a metal foil in a small laser

spot, heating the foil to a high temperature, to create a plasma with a high population

of He-like ions, with strong emission from the resonance lines of the ions. This creates a

100µm → 200µm diameter source of divergent x-rays that diffract from the surface of the

crystal, and were recorded on a wide angle detector. In these experiments, iron K-shell x

rays with a wavelength of 1.85Åwere created by direct irradiation of an iron foil positioned

1.3 mm from the shocked crystal sample. The duration of the X-ray pulses closely followed

that of the 2-4 ns laser pulse that created them [38]. For the 200 µm thick iron samples

referred to above, the X-rays were diffracted from the shocked-side of the iron crystal in

reflection geometry – which we refer to as Bragg geometry. Additional experiments were

conducted using 10 µm thick single crystal samples of iron. For these thinner samples

it was also possible to perform diffraction in transmission geometry, which we refer to as

Laue geometry. Due to the divergence of the X-rays, and the large angle which the crystal

subtends to the X-ray source, the x rays are diffracted from many different lattice planes in

the crystal, resulting in multiple line features on the detector. Two wide angle multiple film

packs (MFPs) covering a total of nearly 2π steradians recorded the diffracted signal in both

Bragg and Laue geometry, as shown in Fig. 13. Compression of the lattice by the shock

results in the Bragg diffraction condition being met at a different angle and location on the

crystal, leading to shifts in the lines recorded radiation on the detector.

FIG. 13: Schematic diagram of the experiment setup. A point source of x-rays is placed close to

a single crystal. The diffracted signal from the crystal is recorded by wide angle film packs which

can cover nearly 2π of solid angle. The film packs are placed to record reflected diffraction (Bragg

geometry) and transmitted diffraction (Laue geometry).
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

As discussed briefly in the previous section the diverging quasi-monochromatic point

source of X-rays covers a range of angles across the crystal surface, ≈ 20o to ≈ 70o cylindri-

cally symmetric about the X-ray source. X-rays are diffracted from the crystal, and recorded

on the MFP wherever the Bragg condition is met:

λo = 2dhk(i)l sin θ, (2)

where λ is the x-ray wavelength, dhk(i)l is the spacing of the (hk(i)l) planes, and θ is the angle

with respect to the plane from which the x-rays are diffracted. Due to the divergence of the

source, the large angle the crystal subtends to this source, and the large solid angle recorded

by the MFPs, information about the spacing of many planes is recorded simultaneously.

Compression of the crystal results in changes in plane spacing dhk(i)l and normal directions,

which in turn change the Bragg angle and shift the recorded diffraction lines on the film.

On nanosecond time-scales, the shock propagates through the parylene ablator and into the

first few mircons of iron, which is comparable with the absorption depth for the iron K-shell

X-rays within the iron crystal. By varying the timing of the X-ray pulse with respect to the

shock generation pulse, it is possible to record X-rays diffracted from un-shocked material

(ahead of the shock), shock-compressed BCC material, and, as will be shown, (for high

enough shock pressures) shock-compressed HCP material simultaneously.

Typical raw-data recorded images on the MFPs are shown in Fig. 14. Figure 14(a) shows

a diffraction signal from both the shocked and unshocked BCC lattice on a single piece of

film at a pressure of 5.4 GPa, below that required for the α−ε transition. The regions where

diffraction occurs on the crystal surface are conic sections and the diffracted X-rays form

arcs on the film, where the location on the film and curvature of the arc give information

about the plane orientation and lattice spacing [36]. The Miller indices of the diffracting

planes are shown for the raw data both for the unshocked material (’static’) and shocked

crystal (’compressed’). Figure 14(b) is a sample of raw data at a pressure of 26 GPa, above

that required for the α − ε transition. Note that, for example, the arc corresponding to

diffraction from (002)BCC is now split into three components – the first corresponding to

diffraction from unshocked BCC, the second to shock-compressed BCC, and the third to a

further region of compression which we have attributed to the associated diffraction from

the HCP phase, as discussed below.
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Analysis of the diffraction images is performed by comparing the experimental data to

predicted patterns calculated by ray tracing. Within the raytracing routine the location and

wavelength of the x-ray source, location and orientation of the crystal and crystal planes, and

the location of the film are fixed for the specific crystal type. The location on the crystal

surface where the Bragg condition is met is calculated for all possible diffracting planes,

2dhk(i)l � λ. Then, knowing the location on the crystal from which the diffraction occurs

and the relevant Bragg angle, the location of the x-rays incident on the film is calculated.

Compression and/or rotation of any of the three lattice types along or around any lattice

vector is also modeled.As the structure, lattice spacing of the unshocked crystal is known and

the orientation with respect to the physical surface of the crystal (to within ±1°), diffraction

from an unshocked sample can be used to fit the relative location and orientation of the

source, crystal, and detector.

Once the source, detector, and crystal positions and orientations have been identified,

the compression and/or rotation of the unit cell of the crystal is modified in the ray tracing

routine to determine the lattice parameters and orientation that best fit the diffraction lines

due to the shock compressed crystal. For example, for the data shown in Figure 14(a) at 5.4

GPa, we find that all of the diffraction lines can be well-fitted assuming the compression along

the shock propagation direction (i.e [001]BCC) direction is 4.1%±0.3%. This compression is

most easily inferred from the shift of the (002)BCC plane. This compression along [001]BCC

also immediately gives an excellent fit to the (112)BCC line of the shock compressed crystal.

As the reciprocal lattice vector associated with this plane has a component perpendicular

to the shock propagation direction, this implies purely elastic compression of the lattice, as

observed in the NEMD calculations.

Taking sample data at 12 GPa the best fit uni-axial compression from the (002)BCC lines is

5.2%±0.2%. Assuming only uni-axial compression the (112)BCC plane suggests 5.0% ±0.2%

and (11̄2)BCC plane suggests 5.7% ±0.4%. Fixing the compression along the shock direction

at 5.2% from the (002) plane, the lateral deformation can be estimated as a 0.3%±0.5%

expansion and 0.4% ±0.5% compression by the (112)BCC and (11̄2)BCC planes respectively.

A similar analysis of a 13 GPa shot shows compression in the shock direction of 5.8% ±0.3%

with the lateral compression estimate of 0.3%±0.6% expansion and 0.1%±0.6% compression

again for the (112)BCC and (11̄2)BCC planes respectively. Within the uncertainty of the

measurement, the lack of plasticity before the phase transition agrees well with the MD
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simulations, even though the experimental time scale is orders of magnitude longer than the

simulation. Note that this elastic compression of the BCC lattice was observed in all the

data we obtained, including that where the HCP phase was also observed. Plastic behavior

was observed only in some of the 10 µm thin foil samples probed by Laue diffraction, these

will be addresses later.

This lack of plasticity of the crystal contrasts with the wave profiles of shocked Iron

observed on microsecond time-scales [7, 39]. In these longer time-scale experiments, a three-

wave structure is often observed – the first being associated with the HEL, the second with an

elastic-plastic transition, and the final wave associated with the phase transition itself. Our

experiments are, on the one hand, recording data on a time-scale two-orders of magnitude

longer than the MD simulations, but on the other hand perhaps three orders of magnitude

faster than that normally associated with shock-wave experiments. The exact time-scale for

plastic behavior in shock-compressed iron thus remains an interesting issue.

At the lowest laser intensities, and thus the lowest applied pressures, only unshocked and

elastically compressed BCC diffraction lines were observed. As the laser intensity, and thus

shock pressure, is increased, the diffraction lines corresponding to the shocked BCC indicate

higher compressions. The pressure applied by the laser ablation of the plastic overcoat was

not directly measured in these experiments. However, knowing from the diffraction data that

the compression at the lowest pressures is purely elastic, we can infer the pressure for each

experiment based on the 3rd order elasticity [40]. The pressure is then scaled to higher laser

intensities and different wavelengths based on scaling relations at these intensities calculated

by LASNEX

At the highest shock pressures a third line is evident in the diffraction associated with the

original (002) plane, as can be seen in Fig. 14(b). This third feature is observed only above

a threshold pressure of approximately 13 GPa. The feature corresponds to a compression

of the (002)BCC planes by bewteen 15 and 18%, depending upon the applied pressure. The

diffraction in this region is broader and more diffuse than the diffraction associated with the

unshocked lattice, and the compressed BCC lattice. We discuss the width of this line further

in section VII. The appearance of this 3rd arc is correlated to additional features such as

the appearance of an arc consistent with the period doubling of the (112)BCC plane in the

Bragg geometry. This is labelled by its HCP indices as (12̄10)HCP in Fig. 14 b). This type

of period doubling is consistent with the shifting of alternate (110)BCC planes described in
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FIG. 14: Two complete data sets with the diffraction planes labeled with Miller indices labelled in

the BCC and HCP case. NOTE: degenerate planes are identified with labels for both possible HCP

orientations. a) at 5.4 GPa shows diffraction from static (dashed line), and compressed (dashed-

dotted) iron. b) at 28 GPa the static (dashed line), compressed (dashed-dotted line) and mean

phase (dotted line) are labeled.

earlier section II.

Due to the geometrical constraints of the experimental setup there is only one feature

consistent with the period doubling associated with the HCP phase in Bragg reflection ge-

ometry. The transmitted Laue diffraction using thin crystals provides further information

about the structure of the shock-compressed crystals. Figure 15 shows the diffraction in

the Laue transmission geometry when the crystal is shocked below the transition pressure.

The overlaid lines and labels indicate the specific lattice plane with the corresponding Miller

indices. In contrast, Fig 16 shows the data for a crystal shocked above the phase transition.

Note that two new diffraction lines appear correspond to the (01̄11)HCP and (011̄1)HCP reflec-

tions of the HCP phase, each consistent with a different orientation of c-axis.The appearance

of both of these reflections indicates that the single crystal BCC lattice has transformed to
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an HCP structure with small regions where the c-axis is oriented along the original [110]BCC

direction, and other parts where is it oriented along the original [11̄0]BCC direction, as de-

scribed in section II. The nearly equal intensity of the lines suggests that the amount of

crystal in each orientation is approximately equal. The lines in Fig 16 have been labeled to

distinguish between the two possible orientations of the HCP lattice.

FIG. 15: Data image showing the Laue diffraction recorded through a 10µm single crystal iron

sample shocked at a pressure of 3.6 GPa. There is no shift in the diffraction planes perpendicular

to the shock direction.

The Laue diffraction also provides information about the atomic motion perpendicular to

the shock. The location of the lines are consistent with no lateral compression of the atoms

upon the α − ε transition. The width of the lines and non-uniformity of the thin samples

makes it difficult to extract quantitative information about the lateral motion of the atoms.

This suggests that the HCP lattice does not form a perfect hexagon in the (110)BCC plane.

Instead, like the MD simulations the shift of atoms which cause the period doubling of the

BCC lattice to make HCP occurs yielding an imperfect HCP lattice. This is contrary to

case of hydrostatic compression Wang and Ingalls observed, suggesting a single value of 1.6

is reached for the c/a ratio over a small pressure range.

The volume compression of the lattice is plotted as a function of shock pressure in Fig. 17.

As both the shock-compressed BCC and HCP material are observed uniaxially compressed,

the volume is simply determined as the lattice spacing parallel to the shock direction. For the

uniaxial deformation up to 6%, this is from the spacing of the (002)BCC planes of the initial

bcc lattice with an uncertainty of approximately 0.003. For the 15%–18% compressions, this

was determined as the spacing of the (21̄1̄0)HCP planes with an uncertainty of approximately
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FIG. 16: Data image showing the Laue diffraction recorded through a 10µm single crystal iron

sample shocked at 13.8 GPa, above the transition threshold. The diffraction shows considerable

broadening of the lines similar to the HCP lines identified in the Bragg geometry, plus the addition

of two lines consistent with an HCP structure. The two different orientations are denoted by

beginning the fitted line with 〈−〉 arrows for one orientation 〉− 〈 for the other and ×−× for lines

which are consistent with both. The labels are bracketed by the same symbol as the line to denote

the label for a given orientation.

0.01–0.02.

In this figure we have made a distinction between the compressed BCC when it appears

on its own (solid triangles), and when it appears simulatneously with the HCP feature (open

triangles and open squares respectively). If we interpret the observation of diffraction from

both compressed BCC and the HCP as diffraction from a two-wave structure, similar to

the NEMD simulations, then the pressure in the compressed BCC is not the peak applied

pressure shown. Instead, the pressure in this first wave should correspond to the transition

pressure. The uniaxial compression of the BCC lattice shows a maximum of 6-7%, consistent

with a transition pressure of 130 GPa [7]

A. The Mechanism

Our analysis of the NEMD simulation results showed that there is no rotation of the HCP

lattice with respect to the original BCC lattice – thus supporting Mechanism I′. We show

in this section that an analysis of the experimental data leads to the same conclusion.
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FIG. 17: Plot of the peak pressure versus volumetric compression calculated from the shift in the

diffraction lines. The solid triangle represent measurements where only the compressed BCC line

was present, the open triangle (BCC) and open square (HCP) represent measurements made when

both BCC and HCP where observed simultaneously. The solid square shows the case where only

the HCP feature was observed. The symbols are shown in three different sizes for each shape, large

denotes measurements made with a 351nm drive, medium 532nm drive, and small 1063nm drive.

The room temperature shock Hugoniot is overlaid as a solid line.

As described earlier a change in the lattice plane spacing will cause the corresponding

arc on the film to change position and curvature, as the curvature is determined by Bragg

angle which changes with plane spacing. A rotation or change in orientation of the plane

will change the orientation of the arc with respect to that of the original BCC lattice. We

will know look at the possible degree of rotation allowed with in the experimental data and

how that corresponds to the transition mechanisms described in section II.

In section II two differentiable mechanisms for the phase transition where described. One

in which the HCP end state has the (21̄1̄0)HCP parallel to the initial (002)BCC, with different

spacing, the other two where (21̄1̄0)HCP has upto an angle of 5°with respect to the initial

orientation of (002)BCC. Figure 18 shows the diffraction pattern from a 23 GPa shocked

sample which has undergone the phase transition. Due to the degeneracy of the shift along

the {110}BCC family of planes there are 4 variants of the rotation of the (21̄1̄0)HCP plane. The

Laue diffraction has shown that the transformed HCP crystal is polycrystalline suggesting

that if Mechanism II′ or IIa′ are responsible for the transition that all four rotations would
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have occurred. Fitting the HCP lines by different compressions for the 4 degenerate rotations

is unphysical. We therefore compare the data with an overlay of the 4 rotations assuming a

single compression. The relative shift of the 4 degenerate lines is shown in Fig. 18 assuming

a 5°rotation of the HCP lattice upon phase change. This significantly over predicts the the

width of the diffraction lines.

FIG. 18: Diffraction data image of a 27 GPa shock compressed iron sample with overlaid lines

accounting for the 5°rotation prediction assuming Mechanism II′ or IIa′. The a and b denote the

different HCP orientations, the prime denotes the -5°rotation for each of the orientations.

As we see from section III B, even if the BCC crystal is pre-compressed elastically by 6%,

a rotation of 3.5°is still required by Mechanism II′ or IIa′ to create a hexagonal structure.

Figure 19 shows line outs from the data with overlays calculated assuming a range of lattice

rotations. The arrows denote the position of the diffraction lines assuming no broadening.

The simulated line outs are broadened and scalled to obtain a best fit with the data. It is

apparent that a rotation larger then 2°would not be consistent with data. This rotation is
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too small for Mechanism II′ or IIa′ even taking into account a unperfect hexagonal struc-

ture upon transformation. Thus we conclude that the experimental data is consistent with

transformation Mechanism I′.

FIG. 19: Lineouts showing the compression of the (002)BCC lattice plane fitted by various degrees

of rotation between the HCP and BCC lattices. At 2°, the width of the fitted line exceeds that of

the experimental lineout.
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B. Eliminating the possibility of an FCC structure

We have in the preceding sections deduced that the new diffraction features observed

upon shock compression indicate the HCP-like close-packed phase. However, FCC is also a

close-packed structure that can exist over a wide region of temperatures, and indicated from

the phase diagram for iron shown in Fig. 1.Whilst the hugoniot (for a crystal originally at

room temperature), also shown in Fig. 1 does not pass through the γ phase, we consider

the possibility that such a phase might be formed. Recent MD simulations indicate that a

considerable fraction of shock-compressed single-crystal iron can transform to the γ phase if

the crystal is shocked along the [110] or [111] directions [41]. Thus, before conclusively stating

that the data confirms an HCP-like structure, it is important to eliminate the possibility

that the data supports an FCC phase.

An FCC lattice can be generated by compressing along the [001]BCC axis to obtain a

perfect hexagon in the (110)BCC plane, then instead of shuffling alternate (110)BCC planes

we shuffle pairs of (110)BCC planes in alternate directions to obtain the ABCABC. . . stacking

of FCC. This will leave us with a FCC structure with a cell size of aFCC = 2√
3
ao, oriented such

that the hexagon is in the (11̄1)FCC plane, as shown in Fig. VI B. The directions and planes

in FCC that correspond to those in BCC are then [110]FCC‖[001]BCC, (2̄1̄1̄)FCC‖(1̄12)BCC,

and (220)FCC will match (002)BCC. Note: Fig. fig:FCCPhaseChange also shows that the

stacking of the FCC lattice is such that the (112)BCC plane becomes forbidden, as does the

(1
2

1
2
1)BCC plane which corresponds to the (11̄00)HCP plane seen in Fig. 14.

FIG. 20: A comparison of the possible HCP and FCC end states. This shows the (0002)HCP

or (11̄1)FCC plane. The atoms of different color and size denote different (0002)HCP or (11̄1)FCC

planes. Note the HCP allows diffraction from the ( 1̄
2

1
21)BCC plane where the FCC allows diffraction

from the ( 3̄
2

3
23)BCC.
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Figure 21(a) shows the fitting of one diffraction image assuming an HCP lattice with only

uni-axial compression, and no lateral movement other then the shuffle of the atoms. For all

cases that show the period doubling this hypothesis fits the data very well.

The same data is fit assuming an FCC lattice with its (101) plane parallel to the initial

(002) plane. Figure 21 (b) shows that for this shot in the Bragg geometry that the best

FCC fit allowed by compression does not generate diffraction lines seen within the data that

can be matched by an HCP lattice, i.e. the ones consistent with (11̄00)HCP and (101̄0)HCP

planes. The reason why the FCC structure will not generate the new lines to match the

experiment is that both FCC and BCC have one atom per unit cell, meaning that the density

in reciprocal lattice space of the diffraction planes is the same ( with only a slight change due

to compression). HCP as two atoms per unit cell making the density of diffraction planes

in reciprocal space double that of the BCC or FCC. So while a transition from the BCC to

FCC lattice will move the diffraction planes to new locations, it will not increase the number

of diffraction planes recorded. To accommodate the appearance of new diffraction planes

iron single crystal shocked along the [001]BCC direction would have to expand in volume by

21% in the transition from BCC to FCC to match the diffraction lines.

FIG. 21: Diffraction from a shock compressed iron sample at 19 GPa fitted with a) an HCP struc-

ture with the relations put forward by Burgers. b) restricting the FCC to have a net compression

the lines which appear upon compression can not be fitted.

The experiment and the NEMD simulations show consistent features in their analysis.

Both show the α − ε phase change above a threshold pressure, a polycrystalline HCP final

phase and a transformation which is consistent with Mechanism I′. We will demonstrate
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the similarities in the widths of the diffraction peaks and exploit these similarities to make

some inferences of the microstructure of the crystal in the experiment in the next section.

VII. GRAIN SIZE

Up until now we have analyzed the NEMD simulations and experimental data separately,

sections IV and VI respectfully. In this section we will show the similarities between the

NEMD simulations and the experiment are very good and will use the NEMD simulations,

where we know the location of every atom, to get a deeper understanding of the experimental

data, particularly where the broadening of the HCP lines come from and the timescale to

transform from a compressed BCC lattice to an HCP lattice.

A 3D Fourier transform was calculated on the atomic positions for the NEMD simula-

tion described earlier for a small volume surrounding the (21̄1̄0)HCP spot ( including the

compressed (002)BCC peak but not the static peak) .This reciprocal density space was inte-

grated over the [010]BCC and [100]BCC directions to give the projection along the [001]BCC

shock direction. Figure 22 shows the 3D Fourier transform (inset), a two dimensional slice

through the (002) peaks, and the integrated projection on the [001]BCC-axis of the MD sim-

ulation. This is compared with a lineout through the experimental data. There is excellent

agreement between the MD simulation and experiment. Both show sharp, well defined BCC

static and compressed peaks and a broad (21̄1̄0)HCP peak. Note that, the broadening of the

simulated peak is due to the finite number of atoms in the BCC state along the compressed

direction, and the broadening in the experiment is due to the finite width of the iron K-shell

doublet used to probe the iron. The FWHM of the simulated (21̄1̄0)HCP peak is 0.1 recip-

rocal lattice units while the experiment is 0.2, giving good agreement between simulation

and experiment. The similarities between the experimental data and the NEMD simulations

give us confidence that we can use a microscopic analysis of the NEMD simulations to better

understand the broadening of the (21̄1̄0)HCP diffraction line in the experiment. This peak is

taken as representative of the data because over a wide range of laser parameters and drive

intensities there is little variation of the HCP peak width.

While discussing the mechanism of the phase change in the NEMD in section IV we

showed that the relative angle between adjacent atoms in the shock direction in the HCP

crystallites do not vary more than is expected from thermal vibrations , Fig. 12. Figure
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12 showed the angular orientation for the three cases which had a transition and a case of

a compressed crystal at a temperature of 500K. Figure 23, shows the separation of nearest

neighbor atoms for the transitioned region in the three NEMD simulations as well as the

nearest neighbor distribution for a compressed HCP sample at 500K. The location of the

nearest neighbor atoms is consistent with thermal broadening. If there was a range of com-

pressions the nearest neighbor spacing would be broader. If the angle varied between grains

or the compression between grains or within a grain of HCP these would cause broadening

of the HCP diffraction peak, but thermal vibrations will cause broadening in the local angle

distribution and nearest neighbor distance but will not cause broadening in the diffraction

peak. Thermal vibrations only change the relative intensity between peaks through the

DeBye-Walla factor. These calculations were integrated over a large volume of the simula-

tion containing many grains, so the broadening does not appear to come from rotation or

variation in compression between different grains. The NEMD simulation suggests that in

the transitioned HCP lattice the compression and orientation can not explain the broadening

observed of the HCP diffraction peak, we suggest that the broadening is due to the grain

size of the HCP grains. As discussed in section IV the reciprocal lattice space of the NEMD

simulations showed features consistent with both possible orientations of the c-axis. Regions

of different c-axis orientation would cause the HCP to have a polycrystalline structure.

Finite crystallite size will lead to broadening of the diffraction peaks shown in Fig. 22.

Fitting the simulated x-ray diffraction from the MD output with a analytically calculated

diffraction spectrum broadened by finite grain size suggests a 4 nm grain size in the NEMD

simulations[42], Fig. 24. This is consistent with counting grain boundaries through the

simulated sample.

Like the NEMD simulation the experiment shows diffraction which is consistent with a

polycrystalline HCP end state. The nearly equal intensities of the recorded diffraction lines

suggests that both states are present in equal amounts. Again, like the NEMD we have

a single crystal BCC sample becoming a poly-crystalline HCP upon the phase transition.

Based on the analysis of the NEMD we assume that the broadening is only due to grain size

effects. There could is the possibility of variations in pressure, but generally these would be

do to hot spots in the beam at a particular location, causing variations in pressure laterally

across the sample, only significant temporal variations would cause the pressure to vary as

a function of depth. A variation in pressure as a function of time is not observed because of
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FIG. 22: Comparing the width of the peak from the post-processed NEMD simulations and the

experimental data. The far left is a 2D close up of the (002)BCC / (21̄1̄0)HCP spot with a 3D image

inset. This is compared with a lineout from the experimental data converted to reciprocal lattice

units.

FIG. 23: The radial distribution function around each atom close to one unit cell away. Three

shocked cases and a perfect HCP crystal at 500K are plotted, with a base line offset for clarity.

The broadening of the shocked samples is consistent with thermal broadening.

the sharp compressed BCC peaks, even in the cases where the applied pressure was below

the transition pressure. The amount of broadening due to a variation in pressure is quite

small. Also a variation in pressure would not explain the broadening of the lines recorded in

the Laue geometry because these are orthogonal to the shock direction. The reproducibility

of the peak width over a range of laser intensities and experimental sights suggests it is

a physical phenomena fundamental to the transition and not a temporal variation in the

experimental drive. Fitting the experimental diffraction data with the same analytical model

to predict the broadening due to grain size effects suggests a grain size of only 2 nm, shown in
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Fig. 24. Using the diffraction from the perfect BCC crystal to get an estimate of instrument

broadening due to the wavelength range of the x-ray source, the smallest possible grain size

will range from 2-2.5 nm assuming that the only source of broadening due to the grain size.

The presence of other sources of broadening would mean the grain size is larger.

FIG. 24: a) A plot of a lineout along the reciprocal lattice [001]BCC of the post-processed NEMD

simulations and a fitted with an analytic calculation of the diffraction spectrum of a crystal with

4 nm grain size. The difference in the region between the two peaks is attributed to the transi-

tion region between the compressed BCC state and the HCP state. b) Shows a similar plot for

experimental data fitted with an analytic diffraction spectrum from a crystal with 2 nm grain size.

VIII. TIMESCALE

The timescale that the lattice transforms from compressed BCC to the HCP in NEMD

simulations can be estimated based on the shock speed and the volume of the sample between

the compressed BCC region and HCP region. Looking at a density profile of a 19.6 GPa

shock we estimate the transition region is smaller then 25 unit cells (shown as the shaded

region in Fig. 25). Using the shock velocity of 5.4 km/sec [25] the transition time from

compressed BCC to HCP is on the order of 1.5 ps, faster for the higher shock pressures.

This is a measurement of the bulk volume collapse in of the α− ε transition in the NEMD

simulation, as a second wave behind the elastic compression.

Looking at the NEMD simulated x-ray diffraction signal in Fig. 24 there are considerable

signal levels between the HCP and BCC peaks which can not be matched by the analytic

fit for the finite grain size broadening. Taking the difference between the analytic scattering

for a crystal with a finite grain size, but otherwise perfect crystal, and the post-processed

MD signal, 6% of the total scattering is not consistent with the analytic scattering with
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FIG. 25: A plot of the density as a function of location in the crystal. The highlighted region is

the region where the matterial under goes a volume collapse and becomes HCP.

finite grain size effects. A large component of this will come from the region in the NEMD

simulation where the atoms are reorganizing to an HCP lattice from the BCC lattice, i.e.

as the (002)BCC plane is collapsing to the (21̄1̄0)HCP). Given that the transition occurs over

approximately 13% of the total number of atoms in the 19.6 GPa simulation we can use the

amount signal levels from the experiment which deviates from a finite grain size spectrum

to estimate the size of the transition region.

To first order the x-ray diffraction measurements in the experiment place an upper bound

on the transition time of 2 ns, because the x-ray pulse is on for 2 ns and can record both

static, compressed and phase changed material in a single pulse. Fitting several shots over

a range of pressures with a finite grain size yields the scattering of the transition region

to account for at most 3±1% of the total scattering. This suggests that upto 6% of all of

the atoms probed are in the transition region. In the real experiment the x-rays diffracting

from the (002)BCC plane at 40.4°will penetrate a 1/e depth of 7 µm into the sample. Since

there are other possible causes for signal to occur between the compressed BCC peak and

the HCP peak it sets an upper bound on the bulk transition time of 80 psec, where locally

the atoms may shift faster.

IX. DISCUSSION

In-situ nano-second X-ray diffraction was used to study the iron α−ε phase transition un-

der shock compression. in experiments and NEMD simulations. Post-processing the NEMD

simulations with a Fourier transform allows a direct comparison of the NEMD simulations
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with the experimental data as this effectively creates a simulated X-ray diffraction diagnos-

tic. This type of post-processing also gives the long range correlation between the atoms,

to study the poly-crystalline nature of the ε-phase. The NEMD simulations and experiment

both show the atoms undergoing an initial uni-axial compression before the α− ε transition

which requiring a shift of alternate (110) planes. The simulation and experiment are both

consistent with the transition occur via Mechanism I′, where only compression along the

[001]BCC direction is responsible for generating a pseudo-hexagon in the (110)BCC plane, as

Mechanism II′ causes a net angle to occur between the orientation of the initial BCC lattice

and the transitioned HCP lattice which was not consistent with the NEMD or experimental

data. Given the similarities between the diffraction in the experiment and the diffraction

from the simulation we used a microscopic analysis of the NEMD to explain features ob-

served in the experimental data. From this analysis we conclude that the final HCP state is

polycrystalline with a grain size of 2-2.5 nm (4 nm in the MD).The lack of signal between

the compressed BCC and HCP suggest a transition time faster than 80 ps (1.5 ps in the

MD).

One interesting result that warrants further discussion is the lack of plasticity in the

compressed BCC iron before it undergoes the phase change. Gas gun shocked experimental

measurements using VISAR have shown the characteristic three wave structure associated

with elastic and plastic compression and a phase change. Even the original Bancroft work

resolved the three wave structure. There can be many possible reasons for this difference.

The diffraction probes ≈ 7µm into the sample, which is a small region compared to the

samples studied in gas gun work. It may be that the transition from elastic compression

to plastic requires some time scale which on the timescale of the diffraction experiment (2

ns) is too long to diagnose. The diffraction suggests that at the driven surface there is no

plastic wave, it is possible that it requires a longer distance in the sample to get a large

enough separation between the plastic and phase transition wave to record each seperately.

Other drive techniques may offer a method to maintain the pressure on the sample for longer

time-scales and study the elastic plastic transition in iron [43, 44]. The plastic effects may

depend on the sample itself. Most previous work on iron samples were done with poly-

crystalline samples, while the diffraction experiments require a single crystals. The different

crystal type may react differently to the shock loading. In these experiments two types of

single crystals where used, thick samples which where grown from a melt process, and thin
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samples where where vapor deposited on a single crystal substrate. While the thin samples

provide excellent qualitative data, because they allow Laue diffraction measurements to be

made, they general generate diffraction lines which are broken and difficult to fit with a

single crystal model ( with upto a 3o rotation of the crystal to fit different lines on the same

piece of film) as oppose to the thick crystals which generate patterns that can be match with

a single crystal. The thin crystals being only 10 µm thick are more susceptible to lattice

deformation from the handling required to assemble targets. Generally this may cause bends

in the crystals, that make regions of the sample diffract to different locations then expected

on the film and would lead to dislocation generation. Figure 26, is a 11 GPa shot where

the features characteristic of the phase transition where not observed, but the Laue pattern

shows some compression latteral to the shock direction. Measuring the shift of a single line

in the Laue film suggests a 2.4% ±0.3% compression normal to the shock direction which

agrees well with the information in the Bragg geometry where the compression along the

shock direction measured by the change in spacing of the (002)BCC is 3.8% ±0.2% and the

lateral compression measured by (1̄1̄2)BCC is 2.3% ±0.6% and 2.8% ±0.6% by (112)BCC, for

a total volume compression of 9% ±1%. So in this case there is no evidence of phase change

but plastic deformation. Understanding how the initial crystal state affects the final state

and the possible intermediate states is a continued area of research.

Not only varying defect density in the sample but the crystal orientation will provide more

information about the iron α − ε transition. This article looks at the compression of single

crystal iron along a single crystallographic axis, which may help drive the Mechanism I′ as

it provides a method of preferentially compressing the [001]BCC-axis generating two possible

directions for the c-axis in the HCP . Recent MD simulations suggest that by altering the

shock direction that the material response at the atomic level changes [41], i.e. the grain

structure and lattice characteristics change. By shocking along the [110]BCC direction in

the crystal the transition appears to favor the γ (FCC) phase over the HCP, similar along

the [111]BCC. This presents an interesting question about the resulting end phase for a

given transition and what this would mean in a polycrystalline sample where the grains are

oriented randomly with respect to the shocking direction. Continuing effort is being placed

on simulation and experiment to understand the effect of shocking along different crystal

axis.
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FIG. 26: Data images of Laue and Bragg diffraction taken simultaneously from the same iron

crystal sample which was 10 µm thick, showing that there is some lateral compression of the

lattice for some thin samples.
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